
January 20, 2021 

To:  Los Angeles City Council and Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti 

RE: Los Angeles Justice Fund (LAJF) & Defending  Our Immigrant Communities 

Dear Honorable Mayor Eric Garcetti and Honorable City Council Members, 

We, the 112 undersigned legal, policy, community organizations and direct service providers -- spanning              

immigrant rights, LGBT, housing, health, equitable development, environmental justice, labor, faith, and            

grass-roots organizations -- thank you for your leadership in temporarily renewing the Los Angeles Justice               

Fund (LAJF) and strongly urge you to make it a permanent program for the City of Los Angeles. This is an                     

opportunity to continue building on the meaningful steps that have been taken, thus far, by the city to                  

ensure that our immigrant communities are protected from the injustices of this country’s immigration              

detention and deportation system. 

 

While we will be seeing a new administration in January, the reality is that critical challenges continue to                  

lie ahead for the immigrant community. Hundreds of Angelenos continue to be in immigration detention               

without access to counsel during a pandemic, putting their lives and safety in danger. At the same time                  

we must recognize that while some relief for our immigrant communities could be on the horizon, many                 

of our community members are already facing deportation  and need representation now.  

 

In addition, it will take a long time to unravel and reverse the damage created by a cruel enforcement                   

regime that has been built up over decades. The xenophobic and racist attitudes that drive today’s ICE                 

policies can be traced back to the 1996 Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act               

(IIRIRA) and only became further entrenched in the following decades with anti-Muslim policies, racial              

profiling policies, increased criminalization, and the Obama administration’s refinement of the           

deportation machine itself. 

Beginning In 2017, the Trump Administration used the existing framework to advance its mass              

deportation agenda with over 400 Executive Orders (EOs) targeting immigrants, increasing interior            

enforcement, and further militarizing the border. Since then, the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration             

Services (USCIS) has morphed into an enforcement branch that fuels Trump’s detention and deportation              

machine.1 Furthermore, ICE has targeted Los Angeles by carrying out multiple removal operations in Los               

Angeles County. This is all to say that what we are seeing today is not going to disappear overnight. As                    1

long as we still have an immigration system based on deportation and detention -- with ICE continuing to                  

terrorize our communities -- many more Angelenos will continue to face separation from their loved               

ones and community.  

 

This last summer also saw uprisings in support of Black Lives Matter and racial justice throughout the                 

1
Counties Where ICE Arrests Concentrate October 2018, trac.syr.edu/immigration/reports/533/.  



country and right here in LA demanding that our elected leaders reimagine public safety by investing in                 

alternatives to incarceration through programs that help families and neighbors stay together and thrive.              

All Angelenos deserve such opportunities, rather than being faced with the broken            

immigration/deportation and criminal legal systems that tear them apart. The LA Justice Fund is one               

example of a program that begins to address the harm caused by law enforcement while keeping                

communities whole.  

Additionally, this pandemic has laid bare the intersections between the public health crises facing              

immigrants and communities of color, that have to do with both the economic and health impacts of                 

Covid-19 as well as with the systemic racism and xenophobia that entraps them in an unjust system.                 

Thus, since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, LAJF providers have acted swiftly to represent clients in                 

parole applications before ICE, bond hearings before the immigration court, and habeas corpus petitions              

before the federal court in light of the significant health risks posed by detention during the pandemic.                 

For example, shortly after Mayor Gacretti's Safer-at-Home order went into effect in March 2020, ICE               

dangerously conducted raids, arresting long-time LA residents at their homes and detaining them in              

Adelanto. One such individual, Pedro Bravo-Castillo, is a loving husband and father who has lived in the                 

United States for decades. Another, Luis Vasquez-Rueda, is an essential worker who grew up in the                

United States. LAJF provider Public Counsel was able to step in and secure their swift releases back to                  

their families. ( See “Citing virus, judge orders release of two men from California immigrant detention                

center,” L.A. Times article, Mar. 27, 2020) 

Therefore, we respectfully demand a long-term commitment to the LAJF that builds upon the powerful               

step you first took in 2017 and then again, with the gap-year renewal earlier this year. The following                  

outlines our requests: 

1. Ensure increased, multi-year, dedicated funding by June 2021. 

The effects of immigration enforcement, and alternately, the benefits of legal representation            

through LAJF, have extended beyond clients to their families and social networks, expanding the              

impact of the Fund to local residents and communities.  

There are nearly 3.5 million immigrants in Los Angeles County , comprising 35% of the              2

population, the largest number of any region. Studies show that 70% of unauthorized residents              

are living with at least one citizen, and 34% are living with their own citizen children . A majority                  3

of mixed immigration status families directly and indirectly experience the fear of immigrant             

families being targeted, torn apart & children being left behind as deportation raids in Los               

Angeles and across the country.  

In response, LAJF has successfully laid the foundation for a robust and collaborative deportation              

defense network across Los Angeles that has provided legal representation and a sense of hope               

2 https://law.yale.edu/system/files/area/center/liman/document/access-to-counsel-calif-coalition-report-201 

3 https://dornsife.usc.edu/assets/sites/731/docs/LOSANGELES_web.pdf 

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-27/citing-virus-judge-orders-release-of-two-men-from-california-immigrant-detention-center
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-27/citing-virus-judge-orders-release-of-two-men-from-california-immigrant-detention-center


to the Angeleno immigrant community. LAJF is now serving clients who are vulnerable             

community members with deep ties to Los Angeles and the United States. LAJF clients have               

resided in the United States for an average of 15 years, with more than 60 percent of clients                  

having lived in the country for over a decade. 

2. Adopt a holistic approach in shaping the LA Justice Fund. 

In the year since our last letter to you on January 9, 2020, we have just seen an even more urgent                     

need for the LAJF, especially with the pandemic both amplifying and bringing these needs further               

to the fore. Therefore, any permanent program must have the following components focusing             

on areas where there is the greatest need (people in detention), due-process-for-all principles,             

and simplifying residency requirements: 

● Focus limited resources on people in detention 

To ensure the most effective use of the funds, we urge you to focus on areas where people                  

have the least access to resources and face the most dire need. This means that where                

programs have  limited resources,  the focus on people in detention.  

Detained immigrants face particularly significant challenges in accessing representation. In          

recent years, representation rates for those detained have hovered around 30 percent,            

leaving the remaining 70 percent to fend for themselves without the benefit of counsel.              4

The loss of liberty and free movement that characterize detention introduce additional            

obstacles into the already daunting immigration court process. It is extraordinarily difficult            

to gather evidence in support of one’s legal case from the confines of detention. Without               

internet access and with telephone access that is both expensive and highly restricted, it can               

be challenging—often impossible—for detained immigrants to obtain documents from other          

countries. Detained, unrepresented immigrants therefore face potentially insurmountable        

challenges to effectively presenting their cases. 

● Ensure due process for all 

To be truly grounded in due process principles, we continue to seek a fully inclusive,               

universal legal representation program for immigrants in Los Angeles. Every person in            

removal proceedings deserves an attorney. Our position is guided by core values of             

dignity, fairness, and justice for all.  

The immigration system—which compounds the racial disparities in the criminal system by            

sweeping a disproportionate number of Black immigrants into detention—is not fair. We            

4 Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse (TRAC), “Who Is Represented in Immigration Court?” figure 1, 
October 16, 2017, https://perma.cc/HPX7-GPF6. 
 



remain firm and united in our conviction that legal representation for individuals in             

removal proceedings should be truly universal, and must avoid excluding categories of            

people. Exclusions based on contact with the criminal justice system run counter to the              

fundamental principle of due process in accepting and perpetuating the biases baked into             

the criminal justice system that contribute to system involvement in the first place. 

● Simplify residency requirement 

In addition to removing the criminal carve-outs, the residency requirements must be            

removed. As stated in the Vera Report , the residency requirements negatively impact the             5

most vulnerable individuals who are also those who remain most in need of help. This               

includes those persons who are “in detention with no access to their documents,             

unaccompanied children, people who are seeking protections through asylum after having           

recently arrived to the United States, and local area residents who are homeless. [Such              

carve-outs] have also meant that the Fund is not flexible enough to respond to acute needs                

such as those arising from the 2018 family separations, as separated families still failed to               

meet the residency eligibility requirements. 

3. Meet with LAJF coalition members and community members. 

We would welcome the opportunity to meet with each of your offices the 2nd week of January                 

2021 to discuss how we can work together to ensure due process for all, prevent ICE from                 

operating in our city with impunity, and keep families together.  

The Los Angeles Justice Fund is an example of what the City can and must do for its immigrant                   

community. In the past three years the LA Justice Fund has kept families together, saved lives,                

and provided support to those facing a massive and inhumane agency like ICE. It has also                

validated everything we predicted back in 2017 and more: 

● It has demonstrated that the city can create tangible and effective resources that foster a               

sense of safety and belonging for the immigrant community.  

● It has demonstrated with proven statistics the pressing need for due-process and legal             

representation services for an immigrant community that is now affected by what is clearly a               

detention and deportation machine into full effect (even during a pandemic). 

● It has positioned the City as one of the nation’s primary leaders in responding to ongoing                

attacks to immigrant communities, a reality that is far from over and only intensifies day by                

day. 

With your leadership and commitment to the LAJF, Los Angeles can continue to be a leader in fighting                  

back against xenophobia and racism, and in building a community where immigrants are valued and               

protected.  

5 Los Angeles Justice Fund: Year 1 Implementation Evaluation, Vera Institute of Justice for the California Community Foundation. Updated June 18, 2019 



We would like to schedule a meeting in the first part of February 2021 with each of your offices to                    

discuss how we can work together to ensure due process for all, prevent ICE from operating in our city                   

with impunity, and keep families together. Thank you for your consideration. Should you have any               

questions, please contact Rabeya Sen, Director of Policy at Esperanza Community Housing Corporation,             

at rabeya@esperanzacommunityhousing.org.  

Respectfully,  

ACLU of Southern California 

AF3IRM Los Angeles 

ACT-LA (Alliance for Community Transit LA) 

Alliance of Californians for Community Empowerment (ACCE) 

Alliance for A Better Community (ABC) 

American Indian Movement So Cal 

Asian Americans Advancing Justice - LA 

Asian Pacific Islander Reentry and Inclusion through Support and Empowerment (API RISE) 

Asian Pacific Policy and Planning Council (A3PCON) 

Black Alliance for Just Immigration (BAJI) 

Bend the Arc Southern California 

Bienestar  

California OneCare Education Fund 

Community Asset Development Re-defining Education (CADRE) 

Council on American-Islamic Relations- Los Angeles (CAIR-LA) 

California Immigrant Policy Center (CIPC) 

California Immigrant Youth Justice Alliance (CIYJA) 

Californians for Progress 

Central American Resource Center (CARECEN) 

Coalition for Humane Immigrant Rights (CHIRLA) 

Clergy & Laity United for Economic Justice (CLUE) 

Communities for a Better Environment (CBE) 

Community Development Technologies (CDTech) 

Community Power Collective (CPC) 

Crenshaw Subway Coalition 

Day Worker Center Of Mountain View 

Democratic Socialists of America - LA 

Dignity and Power Now (DPN) 

Downtown Women's Center 

Dream Team Los Angeles 

East LA Community Corporation 

Eastside Leads 

Educators for Immigrant Rights 

Esperanza Community Housing Corporation 



Esperanza Immigrant Rights Project 

Equality California 

Familia: Trans Queer Liberation Movement  

Filipino Migrant Center 

Freedom For Immigrants 

Gender Justice LA  

Ground Game LA 

Hollywood Church of God 

Hollywood NOW 

Holman United Methodist Church 

Human Rights First 

Human Rights Watch 

Immigrant Defenders Law Center 

Inclusive Action for the City (formerly LURN) 

Indivisible Northridge 

Instituto de Educación Popular del Sur de California (IDEPSCA)  

International Rescue Committee - Los Angeles 

Investing In Place 

Jewish Coalition Assisting Immigrants and Refugees - Los Angeles (JCARI-LA) 

JusticeLA Coalition 

JustLeadershipUSA 

Koreatown Immigrant Workers Alliance (KIWA) 

Los Angeles Alliance for a New Economy (LAANE) 

LA Forward 

LA LGBT Center 

LA Voice 

La Comadre 

La Defensa 

Latin American Studies Program, CalStateLA 

Latino Equality Alliance (LEA) 

Latinos In Action 

League of Women Voters of Los Angeles 

Little Tokyo Service Center Community Development Corporation 

Long Beach Forward 

Long Beach Immigrant Rights Coalition 

Long Beach Sacred Resistance 

Los Angeles Alliance for a New Economy (LAANE) 

Los Angeles Center for Law and Justice 

Los Angeles Neighborhood Land Trust (LANLT) 

Los Angeles Renters' Right to Counsel Coalition 

Loyola Immigrant Justice Clinic 

Me Too Survivors March International 

National Center for Transgender Equality 



National Day Laborer Organizing Network (NDLON) 

Nature for All 

Nikkei Progressives 

National Immigration Law Center 

National Lawyer's Guild of Los Angeles (NLG-LA) 

Occupy ICE L.A. 

OneJustice 

Organization for Refuge, Asylum and Migration (ORAM) 

Our Gov LA 

Parent Revolution 

Pars Equality Center 

Physicians for Social Responsibility (PSR-LA) 

Public Counsel 

PUENTE Learning Center 

Represent.US: L.A.-San Gabriel Valley Chapter 

Resilience Orange County 

Secure Justice 

Southeast Asian Community Alliance (SEACA) 

STAND LA Coalition (Stand Together Against Neighborhood Drilling) 

Southern California Providers for Health Equity 

Southwestern Law School Legal Clinics (Community Lawyering Clinic) 

Strategic Actions for a Just Economy (SAJE) 

Strategic Concepts in Organizing & Policy Education (SCOPE) 

Strength United 

Thai Community Development Center 

TRUST South LA 

UCLA Criminal Defense Clinic 

UCLA Labor Center 

UNIDAD Coalition (United Neighbors In Defense Against Displacement) 

United Teachers Los Angeles (UTLA) 

Unrig LA 

Urban Peace Institute 

Women Organizing Resources, Knowledge and Services (WORKS) 

Worksite Wellness LA 

Youth Justice Coalition 

 


